Abstract-The posture of a humanoid robot needs to be changed from lying state to others in order to complete required missions. With the rolling motion, it is possible for a humanoid robot to change lying state and adapt itself to the environmental uncertainties. The study of rolling motion for humanoid robots is fairly rare. This paper proposed a highly dynamic whole-body rolling motion. The planned rolling motion trajectories were based on the motion of human rolling, and meet the constraints of dynamic stability and multi-points contact conditions. The trajectory of the center of mass (CoM) and environmental constraints were calculated by dividing whole-body motion into upper and lower body movement. The effectiveness of proposed method was confirmed by dynamic simulation on a virtual humanoid robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humanoid robots working under non-standing state is a crucial research in this field. Although many papers have been published in this area, most of them were related to dynamic path planning ( [1] - [5] )and manipulation ([6] - [8] ), especially the climbing motion control research. However, most complex movements such as standing up, lying down, or even running and rolling bring a lot of demands especially motion planning and control methods for human-sized humanoid robots.
To achieve complex movements, the primary task is to design a stable and smooth natural motion trajectory. Some scholars have put forward many ideas in this area. Nakaoka [9] , who used motion-capture system to capture the human dancing movements, extracted the basic operation of symbol, designed movements of upper and lower limbs, and completed the whole motion by synthetic actions. However, this does not meet the stability constraint necessarily. Qiang Huang [10] designed high stability and smooth movements based on ZMP trajectory for biped robot in order to ensure the dynamic stability of robot. Potkonjak and Vukobratovic [11] model and applied it in the bipedal walking robots. However, walking does not have so much contact points as other movements. To avoid these circumstances, the HRP project of Japan developed robot HRP-2p( [12] - [13] ), which is the first human-sized humanoid robot that can complete the process of standing up. The researchers decomposed the whole movement process into a sequence of contact state according to the contact situation of the robot, and then controlled the robot to go through these states orderly to complete the entire movement process. But such movement is not entirely under the situation of multi-points contact.
Therefore, we put forward rolling motion for humanoids which has many contact points and ensure stability. To reach this goal, it is necessary to analyze the trajectory of CoM and dynamics of multi-points contact. It is important to select suitable contact terminal and maximum degree of joints. However, these issues have not been sufficiently discussed before.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the rolling motion of human and robot. Section III describes dynamic robot model of multi-points contact and trajectory of CoM. Simulation was conducted using a 21-degree-offreedom (DoF) humanoid robot, and the results are provided in Section IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE ROLLING MOTION

A. Basic posture of humanoid robot
The basic postures of the humanoid robots can be divided into several states: standing, sitting, lying up, lying down. These configuration states and fundamental postures of robot are partly similar to that of human.
Here are the basic postures of the humanoid robots. These concepts are presented here to facilitate the following description [14] :
• Standing (STD) means one foot or two feet serve as the support part.
• Sitting (ST) refers that the hip serves as the primary support point.
• The action lying up (LU) needs many parts to support body, which includes torso, hips, feet and so on.
• Lying down (LD) means hands and feet serve as the support terminal for robot.
• Lying up and down (LUD) means upper body lies down while lower body lies up, which needs the end of the four limbs to support body.
B. Description of rolling motion
Motion of objects can be divided into two types: translation and rotation. Although every joint of humanoids are driven by motor in the form of rotation, the entire process can be divided into many stages, each stage is a combination of translation and rotation. Rolling motion is a collection of all the complex postures above. We use R to describe the entire process.
The entire rolling process for human or human-sized humanoid robot could be divided into two parts: upper body movement and lower body movement.
To analyze the rolling movement, a rolling motion of human has been made based on link model. For human, rolling is a complex task, because many body parts such as back, arms, waist, legs or feet, will participate in completing the rolling motion. But for humansized humanoid robot, it is normal that two limbs cannot move flexibly or stably at the same time.
When the upper body rotated around 40 degrees (Fig. 1) , the lower body began to follow the upper body to rotate, because the angle of human's waist joint is not large enough to complete movement from LU to LD by itself. As a result, human needs to move legs in order to roll the trunk, which increases the number of joint involvement, energy consumption and also the possibility of instability. In fact, it is easy for robot to fall during the process from 3 to 4 in Fig. 1 . Therefore, we replanned the rolling motion during the design of the robot movements, for the angle range of robot joint is larger than human. The upper body movements are as follows:
1) The initial state of the upper body movement is LU.
2) Clockwise rotation around the x-axis. Then the state of the movement is ST. 3) Counterclockwise rotation around the z-axis. Then the state is also ST. 4) Counterclockwise rotation around the x-axis. Then the state is LUD. Fig. 2 shows the upper body movements, and the support parts are shown on the baseline.
The lower body movement are more complicated. In the process of spinning, one leg has to be the support part to support the other leg to rotate, for legs cannot lift like trunk. Thus, the lower body movement can be regarded as the combination of two rotations. In Fig. 3 , the axis for red leg to rotate is itself, the axis for green leg and waist is hip, the black points are centers of axis. The Fig. 4 shows the lower body movements and the position of the support parts. According to the formulas above, the rolling movement contains these complex movements:
During the rolling motion, support parts contact with the environment without relative movements between them. Some of the terminals can move according to the program command but others have to be the support part. The contact state between the robot and ground have changed from begin to end. After analysis, the support parts of the body for different contact states are shown in Table I . 
III. ROLLING MOTION TESTING
Rolling motion has at least three parts of terminals to support the body, which leads a large range of support polygon. Fig.5 -Fig.8 show CoM and support polygon with terminals of the four basic postures of the humanoid robots. 
A. Constraint between support terminal and environment
When support terminals contact with the ground, it is inevitable to consider the elastic force and friction. In order to keep dynamic balance, the problem such as flip and skid should not occur when support terminals contact with the ground.
Humanoid robot is a multi-body system and ground could be assumed to be rigid body( [15] - [16] ). Multi-points contact for multi-rigid-body system dynamics equation:
where M is a mass matrix,u is velocity, W e is a constraint jacobian matrix, Q is an external force, λ ni ,λ ti are the normal and tangential contact forces, W ni ,W ti are the contact rigidity matrices. The force and torque of the terminals have to meet the 
where Fig. 9 . Combined with equation (6), the equation (5) can be discretized as:
where h is the simulation time step, t is the current time. Finally, after combining equations (5), (6) with (7), the simplified answer can be expressed as the following form:
Equation (8) is simplified multi-points contact of multirigid-body system dynamics model after discretization, the result can be embedded into multi-rigid-body system dynamics equations, then we got the motion of multi-rigid-body system.
B. Trajectory planning of CoM
The trajectory planning of CoM could also be divided into upper period and lower period. At low velocity and acceleration, rolling movement is close to static movement. In this case, ZMP expression could be calculated as the coordinates of the CoM:
Fig . During upper period, from the inverted pendulum model, the trajectory of upper body can be regarded as the CoM trajectory of the upper body. As it shows in Fig. 10 , the big circular arc is the CoM trajectory of the upper body, and small circular arc is the CoM trajectory of the whole body. During the upper movement stage, which is from LU to LUD, the CoM trajectory looks approximately like a circle:
O is located in the universal joint of hip, m w is the CoM of robot, which moves around the circle and d is the distance between the whole body's CoM and rotation center.
Lower body movement is divided into two axis of rotation. However, the CoM of the robot moves in XoY plane, which is perpendicular to the support polygon, and almost has no influence on Z direction, as is shown in Figure 11 . This proved that the trajectory of CoM was completely within the boundary of support polygon. For the whole rolling motion, the trajectory of CoM is always in the scope of support polygon, which means the rolling motion can meet the stability requirements.
IV. SIMULATION
A. Humanoid robot model
Human is a complex system with multiple degrees of freedom, and can realize many complex movements. So humanoid robot should have the following DoF of joints. Each leg has six DoF, three in hip, one in knee and two in ankle. Each arm has three DoF, two in shoulder and one in elbow. And one waist has three DoF. Every part of the humanoid robot can be simplified as a link. 
B. Rolling motion
To ensure the stability of humanoid robot during the rolling motion, the hands and feet should not be dragged, which means the support polygon have to be large enough during the motion.
The parameters of a lying robot used in our computation are as follows: m = 5 for the five contact terminals, position T . Firstly, the data from human was calculated according to the formulas. Based on the cases that were discussed before, we got the result of the angle data and CoM trajectory. Finally, we put the data into ADAMS. Fig. 13 shows snapshots of rolling motion from LU to LD, which has been simulated as well. Fig. 15 and 16 show the upper movements (LU-ST-LUD). Fig. 17 shows the angle of joints of right leg and Fig. 18 shows the left leg. There is always one leg acting as support part, and the other one rolling. Joint 4 and 6 have not been shown in Fig. 18 because it is useless. We can still know from the pictures that joints only move during LUD to LD except joint 3. Joint 3 and 5 provide most of the movements 
V. CONCLUSION
Unlike other motions of human-sized humanoid robots, rolling motion is under lying state. The reason to study rolling motion is to adapt a more complex environment for humanoid robots. In this paper, a dynamic rolling motion under lying state based on the posture of human for humanoid robot was stable and anthropomorphic. The results of this paper are summarized as follows. 1) Rolling is an aperiodic motion, and most of it is under lying state. On one hand, the whole body motion is divided into upper and lower body movements according to the manner of humanoids movement. On the other hand, according to the basic posture of humanoids, rolling motion is connected by many key gestures(LU,ST,LUD,LD). 2) There are many testing methods to make sure the stability and feasibility of rolling motion. For example, the upper and lower CoM trajectory, the robot internal and external environment parameters within the multipoints contact model. 3) The effectiveness of rolling motion was confirmed on a virtual 21-degree-of-freedom humanoid robot.
